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Niv life application study bible review

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Written in the Bible, Reviews Author: Steve Patterson Published Date: November 3, 2019 Leave a comment for the Life Application Study Bible Review - This is for the third edition of the new international version (NIV). #BGBG2 #NIVBible This Bible has a nice brown leathersoft cover.
There are over 2,463 pages (including maps, etc.). Zondervan says this is the #1 seller studying the Bible. In this third edition, it has been updated and expanded over previous editions. But I haven't seen any previous editions to know more about it. It says it has been updated for life today. The inside is a monotonous color. It is printed in black and red color. It's not full color inside.
But the cards in the back are full color. The type is a decent sized font used. Some may need a pair of reading glasses. I'm getting older and with my contacts, I can look distant but not close, so my ophthalmologist said I need readers. But this bible, I don't seem to need my readers with my contacts. Features of this Bible There are over 10,000 Life Application notes and features.
Instructions for each book (tell you about that book of the Bible, Purpose, Author, Original Audience, Date Written, Setting, Key Verse, Key People, Key Places and Special Features and more)Over 100 central Bible Life Application profiles (so you learn more about people in the Bible) Over 500 Maps and charts (to learn where things took place) Words of Jesus in red (in the way
you know what Jesus said) and more It's a lay-flat style. So it stays open when you read it for easier study. It's brand new, sometimes it wants to close. So I'm sure it should be broken in by reading and using it to study. I like the introduction to each chapter of the Bible. The bottom of pages usually have notes to the verses above, like a normal study Bible. Maybe you're unsure what
to read. This Bible contains a checklist of a curriculum for the year (365 days). It goes from Genesis to Revelation. Random images of the Life Application Study Bible If you are unsure of a word meaning, this study Bible has a dictionary/concordance in the back. It will also tell you where else this word is used in the Bible. I even found a chart for table of weights and measurements.
They have chapter headlines for too easy to spot what's going on. If you are looking for a good study Bible in the NIV version, then this would be a good study Bible for you or your loved one. I actually enjoyed looking over this Bible. I plan to give to this Bible to someone who needs a Bible in my church. This would make a addition to have it engraved with your dear name (or
yourself). I included some random pictures of the Bible for you to see. This Bible is made through through It retails for $74.99. ISBN is 978-0-310-45282-9. I received this Life Application Study Bible for free for doing this impartial review and because I am a member of the Bible Gateway Blogger Grid (BG2) member. #BibleGatewayPartner Check out the review I did on illustrated
bible for children. The Illustrated Bible for Kids Review A Christian Blogger who enjoys blogging about the Bible, Theology, God, Jesus Christ, Christian music, family, cats, odd holidays and more. I've been blogging since 2004, but I've been blogging on brave Christian dad since 2012. I enjoy listening to Christian Music. I am married with 1 daughter, 2 stepsons and a
stepdaughter. Related Tagged Bible Gateway, Life Application Study Bible Review, NIV, Review The Life Application Study Bible (LASB)... year after year it is still one of the best-selling in the Study Bible Category, and in fact it is Tyndale's bestseller. It's volume is only matched by the ESV Study Bible. That's number 1 &amp;2. Now, in 2019, Tyndale has updated LASB in the
world's two best-selling English translations, NLT and NIV. Disclaimer: Tyndale sent copies of each edition for free in exchange for an honest review. I was not required to give positive feedback and my opinions are my own. Features Include: Improved, Updated, and with new content added throughout now more than 10,000 Life Application® Notes and Features Over 100 Life
Application® Bible character profiles Introductions and summaries for each book in the Bible More than 500 maps &amp; charts Dictionary/Concordance Page-column cross-references to Notes, Charts, Maps, and profiles Updated design with a different color for visual clarity 16 pages full color map Durable Smyth-stitched binding, lays flat when you open the Presentation page
Single column format Christian Worker's Resource-a special supplement to improve reader's ministry efficiency Full text of the Bible, New Living Translation (NLT) or New International Version (NIV) Single column text for Scripture, double column for notes and page column references Black letter text size: 8.5 points and note size : 7 Point Translation Choices Currently 3rdEdition
LASB is available in New Living Translation and the new international version. Although not confirmed by Tyndale, I have to imagine that this is because these are the dominant two English translations of the Bible in the English speaking world. In my case, it's an embarrassment of riches because I love both translations and using both NLT in worship and NIV at home for
personal devotion. In both cases, you get the same large studio content. As some will ask, NLT will get the most use in my situation as a huge percentage of my audience using NLT as their main Bible. Cover and binding Both my review copies are Leather-touch a.k.a. Leather. Den Den is krikand with silver foil stamping and NIV is brown and tan with gold foil stamping. As far as I
can tell, the binding is glued so pay attention to the heat. With proper care, it should last several years, but if you are concerned about the binding it can be sewn by a professional re-binder. Font, layout and text color The text is a little small for my liking, but it has more to do with me approaching 40 and has vision problems than anything else. The scripture part is 8.5-point font
size, similar to the Wayfinding Bible and the current edition of the NLT Study Bible. We have the notes and cross-references of 7.5. Again, a little small for my taste, but still manageable. LASB has matured and now is almost the same size as the NLT Study Bible and so the font should be a little smaller to keep the size of the book manageable. Before I discuss the features I want
to deal with an important question: Would I, a priest, buy and actually use LASB? This will actually jeopardize my LASBs current; I have all 3 physical editions plus the iPhone app: The 1stEdition in Burgundy Real Leather with NLT, the 2ndEdition in Hardcover with the Holman Christian Standard Bible that I actually purchased, and now I'll add 3rdEdition as a review copy. I,
regularly, use LASB in my sermon preparation. There are 3 questions that I answer in each sermon: What does it say? What does that mean? What am I supposed to do about it? LASB is quite useful for the third question as it is the application issue. Features the text In to offer meaning based translations of the Bible, LASB makes Scripture more accessible to the average reader.
FOOTNOTES Tyndale provides two types of annotations and both are equally important in a Study Bible. The translators' footnotes For both NLT and NIV, the translator's footnotes include alternative readings, manuscript variants, etc. Study Notes There are 10,000 annotations, in a double column format under the text. These notes not only explain the text, they help with the
application of Scripture to your daily life. Of the three questions we strive to answer with Scripture, these annotations answer the most important question: What do I do about the text/How do I apply to my life? BOOK INTRODUCTIONS Each introduction contains several paragraphs designed to help open the Scriptures to you. Mega-themes Mega-themes showcase the main
ideas in each book in the Bible. These ideas are the essential concepts for understanding the different books in the Bible. The Overview section provides an overview of the book. It also provides general application lessons for Scripture. The Blueprint Blueprint part of the initiation is relatively straightforward; they are the contours of each book in the Bible. For bible teacher, this
sketch provides a solid teaching structure the student gets an excellent starting point for breaking the book into manageable pieces for study. Vital Statistics Vital Statistics are just facts about the book: author, date, place of writing, etc. These are fundamental backgrounds to the book and are primarily intended as a starting point for further study of Scripture. General thoughts:
There are two roadblocks that I've found people to run into more than anyone else: I don't understand the Bible and the Bible isn't really relevant for today. Both are based on the erroneous assumption that the Bible is nothing more than an ancient book. Fortunately, the Life Application Study Bible blows this idea out of the water. LASB helps the priest to accomplish our two most
important tasks: helping disciples understand the Bible and helping disciples respond to Scripture to the glory of God. I know that a number of priests frown on the use of a study bible, but I disagree with them. As a general rule. I advise believers of all levels of maturity to own and use a study Bible. For new believers, this is a good choice in a studio Bible to own and use.
Description Reviews Information NIV Life Application Study Bible has over 10,000 application notes to help you understand the message of Scripture and apply it to your life in practical ways. Character sketches allow you to learn from the lives of key Bible personalities, while diagrams, timelines and a concordance enhance your study experience. This unique Bible is full of study
directives to help you discover how The Gods Word applies to your life today. Features: The most popular modern English Bible---the new international version (NIV) Over 10,000 in text application notes Over 100 character profiles Charts, timelines, concordance, and other survey helps Please log in to Write Review Product Category NIV - New Intl. Version Bible, Study Weight
1444 gmS ISBN / Code 9780310434597 Product Type Product Language English Publisher Zondervan Publishing House Bindings Bonded Leather Usage Category General Interest Pages 2386 Dimension 165 x 244 x 45 mm mm mm mm
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